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Part A

Answer all questions-
Each question carries 4 marhs.

1. Describe with the aid of simple ray diagrams :

(a) Single-mode fiber ; (b) Multimode step index fiber.

2. Define V number. Write the relationship between V number and number of modes in graded index
and step index multmode optical fibers.

3. Write short notes on optical fiber coupler.

4. What is meant by splicing with regard to optical fibers ? Describe the technique of fusion splicing
of optical fibers.

5. Compare the performance parameters ofLED and LASER diode.

6. Describe the working principle ofa PIN diode detector.

7. Briefly expalin the pdnciple of operation ofa semiconductor laser amplifier.

8. What are the system considerations in point to point links ?

9. What do you mean b1' wavelength routing networks ?

10. What are the system consideration in point to point links ?

(10x4=40rnarks)

Part B

Answer all questions.

Each queslion carries 12 rndrhs.

1i. (a) Explain rvhai is meant by graded index optial fiber. Give an expression for thc possiblc
refrartilc inJex profile ofCJ fiber. Indicate the rnajur advantagc of this rype cf fiber rtith
regald to .-.lrultimode propagation.
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(b) A gradcd index frber with a parabolic index profile supports the propagation of 742 guided
modes The fiber has a numerical aperture of 0.3 and a core diameter of 70 Fm. Determine the
wavelength of the light propagating in the fiber.

(7+5=12marks)

Or

12. (a) Derive an expression for critical angle, acceptance angle and numerical aperture (NA) of an
optical fiber. Give the significance of NA of arr optical fiber.

(b) A silica optical fiber with a core diameter large enough to be considered by ray theory analysis
has a core refractive index of 1.49 and a cladding refractive index of 1.46.

Determine : (i) the critical angle at the core-classing interface ; (ii) the NA for the fiber ;

(iii) the acceptance angle in air for the fiber.
(7+5=12marks)

13. Explain the different dispersion mechanisms present in optical fibers. Bring 6ut the diflcrence
between intermodal dispersion and intramodel dispersion with neat sketches.

Or

14. Discuss various kinds oflosses that an optical signal might suffer while propagating tl.rrough thc
fiber. What is the effect of these losses on light power and pulse shape ?

15. (a) Explain the construction and working principle of APD with neat diagrams.

(b) Define the terms quantum efEciency and responsivity ofa photo detector.

(7+5=12rnarks)

Or

16. (a) Outline the common LED structures for optical fiber communications, discussingtheir relative
merits and drawbacks. In particular, compare surface emitting (SLED) and edge emitting
(ELED) devices.

(b) Define internal quantum efnciency and external quantum efficiency of a LED.

(8+4=12rnarks)
17. (a) With the help of neat sketches, explain the gain mechanism and working of l,)rbium Dopcd

Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs).

(b) Compare the performance of EDFAs and semiconductor optical amplifiers.

(7+5=12marks)

Or

18. (a) Explain the principle of operation ofa MZ optical modulator.

(b) Explain the different noise mechanisms present in EDFAs.

(7+5=12marks)
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19. Explain the distinguish features ofoptical switching and optic.l wavel"igth 
"outing. 

Wilh thc aid
ofblock diagrams outline the optical network hierarchy for the public telecommunications network.

Or

20. (a) Writc the concept of Iink power budget. W}at is the role of system margin in link powcr
budgetirg ?

(b) Write notes on rise time budget and differentiate linh power budget and rise time budget.

(8+4=12maiks)

15 x 12 = 60 marksl


